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Abstract—It is known that one of the essential building
blocks of turbo codes is the interleaver and its design using
random, semi-random (S-Random) and deterministic
permutations. In this paper, two new types of turbo code
interleavers, Enhanced Block S-Random (EBSR) interleaver
is proposed. The design algorithm for the new interleaver is
described in depth, and the simulation results are compared
to the new interleaver with different existing interleavers
based on the BER (Bit Error Rate) performances of the
turbo codes. Through the simulation, we find a better
performance of the EBSR interleaver than random and
practical interleavers.

indexing function which is a good factor for correction in
the iterative decoding. Turbo code interleaver types have
been extensively studied in different ways, and they fall
into two main classes: Random interleavers and
Deterministic interleavers.

Index Terms —Interleaver, semi random, turbo codes,
weight distribution.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Typical turbo code (TC) was first introduced in 1993 by
Berrou et al., [1] as a class of near channel capacity
achieving codes. This turbo code is constructed by
concatenating two parallel convolutional codes via an
interleaver as shown in Fig. 1. The interleaver is an
indexing function given by a permutation of bits index in
the information frames with N frame length that plays a
crucial role in the turbo codes architecture. Interleaver
has three main functions: a) it constructs a long code
from small memory convolutional codes by permuting
the input bits such that the two constituent encoders are
operating on different order input bits. b) Provides
―scrambled‖ information data to the second constituent
encoder to de-correlate the inputs of the two decoders, so
that an iterative suboptimum decoding algorithm based
on ―uncorrelated‖ information exchange between the two
constituent decoders can be applied. c) It changes the
weight distribution of turbo codes such that, the overall
weight for the generated codeword depends on how the
outputs from the two constituent encoders are teamed
together. The main two properties characterize any
interleaver are the interleaver spreading property which is
the distance between adjacent bits before interleaving,
and the randomness property that provides a non-fixed

Fig. 1. Parallel concatenated turbo codes.

Fig. 2. Interleaver design dependence.
A random interleaver is simply a random permutation
with new positions produced by an indexing function
based on the uniform probability distribution. While in
major deterministic interleavers these new positions are
linearly interleaved with a designed index function.
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Interleaver design of turbo codes has been recognized as
the key factor in many publications. This design depends
on different factors such as the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and the frame size (N) to be used; Fig. 2
summarizes this interleaver design dependence criteria. A
Random interleaver in [1] utilized in turbo codes
performs reasonable for long block sizes. However, for
short block size, the performance of turbo codes with a
random interleaver degrades substantially even it
performs worse than that of convolutional codes with
similar computational complexity. Furthermore, if we
take memory and throughput requirements into
consideration, it is preferable to employ the deterministic
interleavers with lower interleaving and deinterleaving
complexity for a convenient implementation. One method
for the design of deterministic permutations is based on
block interleavers [2], [3]. In this interleaver, the input
data are written along the rows of the memory configured
as matrix of k-rows and l-columns and then read out
along the columns. In the case of the SNR factor, for low
SNR values, any interleaver works conveniently as long
as it guarantees that the two inputs of the Recursive
Systematic Coder (RSC) encoders are sufficiently
uncorrelated. On another hand, numbers of interleaver
structures have been designed at moderate to high SNR,
where the code performance depends on both the
interleaver structure and size [4]. The designed algorithm
in [5] is based on eliminating of the low weight paths in
the code trellis that give large contributions to the error
probability (with long frames). In addition, the author in
[6] adopted his design on suppressing the interleaver
correlation and breaking up the self-terminating bad
weight-2 input sequences.
Although a lot of work was done in the turbo coding
interleaver design, the goal of this paper is to build two
interleaver algorithms that have the ability to give the
turbo coding system better performance in both short and
long frames. We first design an interleaver that has
deterministic characteristics with some randomness
behavior, and then compare it with some other popular
turbo interleavers using the bit error rate performance
criteria. In the second design we derive a fast algorithm
for a turbo matched interleaver based on reducing the
algorithm conversion constrains specially for large frame
length.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the terminology used throughout the
interleaver design and its criteria. In Section III, we
present the designed method of the EBSR interleaver;
then compare its performance with some other turbo code
interleavers. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section
IV.

II THE OPTIMUM INTERLEAVING DESIGN
There are two major algorithms in the design of an
interleaver: 1) the correlation between parity and the
information input data sequences and 2) the distance
spectrum properties (weight distribution) of the code. The
first criterion is a measure of the effectiveness of the
iterative decoding algorithm. The designed algorithm in
[7] depends on the fact that if the two data sequences are
less correlated, then the performance of the iterative
decoding algorithm improves. For Criterion 2 the weight
distribution of turbo codes can be defined as how the
code words from one of the simple component encoders
are teamed with code words from the other encoder. The
turbo codes construction depends mainly on the infinite
impulse response (IIR) characteristics of its recursive
systematic convolutional component encoders, which has
infinite weight (for a never-ending information stream).
This IIR property is important for building turbo codes,
because it avoids low-weight encodings that are
impervious to the action of the permuters. The best
interleaver design has as its objective to include the two
designed algorithms, matching low-weight parity check
sequences of first RSC constituent encoder with highweight parity check sequences of the other encoder (i.e.
the ability of breaking the low weight input sequence
patterns) and keeping of its data less correlative
(suitability to be iteratively decoded).
A semi-random (S-random) interleaver in [8] satisfies
in its design two important characteristics: limited
deterministic design mixed with some degree of
randomness. This S-random interleaver can map low
weight input patterns in the first component encoder to
high weight patterns in the second encoder. Depending on
this S-Random algorithm, our main task is to construct
new interleaver structures that can suppress the bad input
sequences and have the ability of preserving the
randomness of its bits distribution. These new
interleavers can have the ability of giving good
performance of turbo codes on low/high SNR and with
long/short frames.
A. CONSTITUENT ENCODER DESIGN
The use of a symbol interleaver implies that the
constituent encoders should be optimized for ―symbolwise effective free distance.‖ This term refers to the
minimum output distance when the input symbol
sequence has exactly two symbols different from zero.
The usual notion of effective free distance refers to the
minimum output distance for a binary input Hamming
distance of two. We use several variations of effective
free distance. The superscript refers to the output
distance, Hamming or Euclidean. The number in the
subscript denotes the input weight, whether bit-wise or
symbol-wise .We always Imply squared Euclidean
distance. For example, stands for the output squared
Euclidean distance when the symbol-wise input weight is
two.
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B. Range of Encoders to Search
Without concatenation, searching for good trellis codes
that maximize free distance requires examining only one
code within each group of range-equivalent encoders.
Two encoders are called range-equivalent if they have the
same set of possible output sequences [10] (Forney’s
notion of equivalence). So, it is sufficient to restrict
attention within a set of canonical encoders, which are
identified by Forney [11]. For turbo codes, the mapping
from input to output sequences plays an important role.
Range-equivalent codes can have quite different
performance. For example, feedback encoders always
have a range-equivalent feed forward encoder which
would perform poorly with parallel concatenation.
Define as input-Hamming-weight equivalent encoders
that map the same input weight error events to the same
output distance. If two encoders are not input-Hammingweight equivalent, we call them input-Hamming-weight
distinct. When searching for constituent encoders that
maximize effective distance, it is sufficient to examine all
codes that are input-Hamming-weight distinct to each
other.
II.

ENHANCED BLOCK S-RANDOM (EBSR)
INTERLEAVER

A. Designed Algorithm
The block interleaver function defined by a matrix
with k
rows and l columns with
where,
.
This interleaver can break the low-weight input sequence,
as it is limited with one row. Nevertheless, it fails to
break many combined lower-weight sequences that
appears in several consecutive rows [9]. To solve this
problem, we design a Enhanced Block S-random
interleaver depending on columns and rows reordering of
the block interleaver, which can spread low-weight
sequences as much as possible. In [10] an algorithm for
columns reordering is applied when the maximum length
burst of errors is greater than the k (row length), but in
our algorithm we use both columns and rows reordering
technique. This new algorithm increases the interleaver
ability to break bad sequences. We can consider EBSR
interleaver is an improved version of the block interleaver
as it can combine the characteristics of block interleaver
with that of S-random interleaver.
Based on the above design criteria, our new interleaver
structure is constructed by the following procedure:
1) Forming

the

conventional

data

of the array. First we randomly select the first
position from the finite set {1,2,..,l}, then randomly select
next possible future positions (order) and arrange them
one by one to form the interleaved sequence by
comparing each position with the last S1 positions
already selected and for x and y ∈ {1…l}check the next
condition:
3) If the condition is satisfied, then we go to the next
possible position and if not we must select another
position until the condition satisfaction. Finally,
columns permutations are done depending on these new
positions.
4) Columns rearrangement is done for each column by
applying the same criteria with index factor S2, where
S2 < (k/2)1/2 and with column new positions satisfying:
where, x and y ∈{1….k}.
5) Finally, we read the output of the data in columns.
B. Simulation Analysis
This new EBSR interleaver design aims to combine the
advantages of the block interleaver and of the S-Random
interleaver. The randomness and the bit distribution of
uniform random, practical size [6] and MBSR
interleavers with N=1024 bits are shown in Fig. 4. In this
figure, the X-axis is the input bit positions of each
interleaver and the Y-axis is the interleaved (permuted)
bit positions. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the comparison
between the uniform random and practical size
interleavers, it can be observed that the points in practical
size interleaver are distributed more uniformly in the
plane. This property can help to avoid short error events
in one component code to be interleaved to short error
events in the other component code.

matrix

2) Select the index factor S1 such that
then we apply the S-Random algorithm to the first row

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of different interleavers of length
N=1024 bits. (a) Uniform Random Interleaver, (b) Practical Size
Interleaver and (c) EBSR Interleaver.
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From Fig. 4 (c) we can observe that the EBSR
interleaver combines the two characteristics of Random
and Practical interleavers. As for this plot, we can
observe irregularity in the density of points in the plane;
we can also observe that there are some periodic patterns.
For the AWGN channel simulation, we have used a rate
1/3 turbo code consists of two identical (1, 5/7) RSC with
code rate R= 1/2 . The interleaver sizes of N= 256,1024
bits and the log-map decoder with 8-iterations algorithm
are used. We compared the EBSR interleaver
performance with different types of turbo code
interleavers. The first interleaver is a Practical size
interleaver based on the algorithm in [6].

frames. For the simulated cases of these interleavers, a
good performances are obtained at different block lengths
(N= 256, 400, 1024 and 2048) bits.

Fig. 6. BER performance comparison between 4-states
rate 1/3 turbo code with EBSR, 1-step BSR, Random and
Practical interleavers at N=1024 bits.
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